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ABSTRACT
Three types of groundwater systems occur within glacial sediments in a
10 mi^ (25 km^) area near Sumas, Washington:

an unconfined sand and gravel

aquifer, a confined sand and gravel aquifer, and a generally unproductive
clay aquitard.

Water levels in the area were mapped frcm measurements of

wells and points along stream courses in October 1988 and March 1989.

The

water-level configurations for the two aquifers roughly parallel surface
topography.

Water level maps were used to estimate direction of groundwater

flow, >^ich is generally to the southeast in the unconfined aquifer and to
the northeast in the confined aquifer.

Water level measurements made within

the clay aquitard indicate that most water horizons are perched and water
level is controlled by the surface topography of the clay.

The highest water

levels throughout the study area occur during the spring, following high
precipitation during winter months.

Whter levels vary seasonally in response

to changing recharge and discharge conditions.
direct precipitation onto surficial units.
ditches and springs and by purtping.

Recharge is principally by

Discharge is to streams, drainage

Hydrostratigraphic cross-sections were

made using data from well drillers' lithologic logs, existing geologic maps,
and field exposures.

Five hydrostratigraphic units were delineated based on

porosity, permeability, geographic location, and lateral extent of the
hydrostratigraphic horizons.

By using hydrologic properties associated with

water-bearing units and hydraulic gradients measured from water-level maps,
average linear velocities within the aquifers were estimated at 4.0
gal day~lft"2 in the confined aquifer and 7.4 to 120 gal day^ff^ in the
unconfined aquifer.
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INTRODUCTION
This study was designed to investigate the hydrostratigraphy and
groundwater flow in a 10 mi^ (25 km^) area west of Sumas, Washington (Figure
1) .

The field area is located in north central Whatcom County just west of

Sumas and adjacent to the United States-Canada border (Figure 1).
The study area can be separated into four physiographic regions;
upland, lineated topography, Sumas Valley, and morainal (Figure 2).

The

upland area, in the northern and central part of the study area, consists of
broad flat surfaces with some rolling hills.
feet.

Elevations range from 70 to 240

The Sumas Valley is a nearly flat valley floor.

The valley floor

slopes gently to the northeast, with elevations in the study area ranging
from 70 feet in the southwest to 50 feet in the northeast.

The lineated

topography region has northeast-trending, trough-and-ridge, surface
morphology.

Elevations in this region range fran 70 to 100 feet. The

morainal region is an area of hunmucky topography which lies between the
Sumas Valley and upland regions of the field area.

Elevations range frcxn 70

to 200 feet (Figure 2).
Primary land uses in the field area are dairy, raspberry, and potato
farming.

Many of the fields are used as pasture for dairy cattle or for

growing feed com.

Field-area exposures of glacial units include several

active and abandoned gravel pits in the northern half of the study area, as
well as road and railroad cuts throughout the area.
The purpose of this investigation was twofold;

1) to investigate the

stratigraphy of the area, based on field exposures and drill log records; and
2) to identify the aquifers in the study area and describe their hydrologic
properties.

Research products fran this study include a description of the

1

Figure 1.

Siitplified geologic map of Western Whatccan County, Washington

(adapted frcxn Easterbrook, 1976 and Kelsey and Creahan, 1987) with location
and boundary of study area and approximate boundary of unconfined aquifer in
western Whatccxn County.

Qal, Holocene sediments of the Nooksack and Sumas

Rivers; Qp, Holocene peat formed in former outwash channels; Qt, terrace
deposits of Sumas Stade; Qf,undifferentiated glacial deposits of Fraser
Stade; Qso, Sumas Stade outwash sands and gravel; Qb, Bellingham Glacicmarine
Drift; Qbg, sand and gravel overlying Qb; Th and TKc, Eocene fluvially
deposited sandstones, shales, and conglcmerates.
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Bellingha.

Bay\

STUDY AREA

Figure 2.

Topographic map showing four distinct physiographic regions of the

field area.

Base map reduced from topographic maps published by the U.S.

Geological Survey (Sumas and Lynden, Washington; 1:24000 scale; 7 1/2 minute
quadrangles) and the Canadian Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources
(Abbotsford, 92G/1c and Aldergrove, 92G/1d; 1:25000 scale; 7 1/2 minute
series).

Area 1, uplands region; area 2, lineated topography region; area 3,

Sumas Valley; and area 4, morainal region.
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hydrostratigraphy, identification of aquifers, seasonal (fall and spring)
water level configurations shown by contour maps of hydraulic head, maps
showing seasonal depth to water level and seasonal differences in water
levels (spring versus fall), estimates of flow directions and average linear
velocity, and a discussion of geologic units and geonorphic development of
the area.
Most early investigations in the area were limited in scope and apply to
a larger region than that encaitpassed in this study.

Newcombe et.al (1949)

discuss groundwater resources of western Whatcom County.

A subsequent report

(Washington Department of Water Resources, 1960) addresses the water
resources of the Nooksack basin.

Stratigraphic relationships used in these

publications were found to be incorrect by Easterbrook (1963).

Easterbrook

(1973) published a report on environmental and engineering geology of western
Whatcan County, which included a generalized water table contour map based on
well driller's records.

Easterbrook subsequently published a geologic map of

western Whatcan County (1976), a permeability map (1976), an engineering
properties map (1976), and a slope stability map (1976). None of these
reports, however, address the hydrostratigraphy and groundwater flow of the
Sumas area in detail.
To date, only one site-specific groundwater study has been undertaken in
Whatcom County.

Creahan (1988) investigated groundwater flow characteristics

of two areas (12 mi^ each) near Lynden, Washington.

Creahan's (1988) study

generated water table configurations for part of Whatcom County's unconfined
aquifer as well as determinations of groundwater flow directions.
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FIELD METHODS
The altitude of water levels in wells and points along stream courses
(Figure 3) were measured in order to develop a water level contour map for
unconfined and confined aquifers.

The altitude of the water table (for

unconfined aquifers) or potentionetric surface (for confined aquifers) is the
difference between the ground surface altitude and the depth to the water in
the well.
Water levels in 74 wells and at 25 selected locations along streams were
measured.

The first sampling period was early October 1988 following the

summer months of low precipitation.

In order to detect seasonal variations

in water levels, a second sampling in mid-March 1989 was conducted following
the winter months of high precipitation.

During both sampling periods,

several pairs of field assistants worked simultaneously for three consecutive
days.
Vfeter level depths in the wells were measured using a well probe.
Water levels were roreasured five minutes after initial measurement to
determine if water levels were static.

The altitude of the stream surface

was measured using an easily identifiable and stationary object as a datum.
The datum was subsequently surveyed to a benchmark of known altitude.
Well site selection was done in the field, based primarily on
availability of measuring sites.

Field assistants visited door-to-door,

inquiring about any existing wells and asking permission to measure.
Although very few owners refused permission, many wells in the area went
unmeasured because landowners were not home to grant permission to measure.
Sample distribution was designed so as to obtain a fairly even special
distribution of sites over the field area.
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We measured domestic-use wells.

Figure 3.

Vfell and stream point location map.

Stream point refers to water

level measurement sites including streams, ponds, or other low-lying
depressions.
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irrigation wells, test wells (Colder Assoc., 1987) and abandoned wells,
i^pendices 3 and 4 list data on all measured water level sites and /^pendix 5
shows the well saiiple form used in the field.
Field crews estimated the land surface altitude at each site by locating
the site on a U. S. Geological Survey 1:24,000 topographic map with ten foot
contour intervals.

Altitude estimates were adjusted following accurate level

surveys conducted in the spring and summer of 1989 (i^pendices 3 and 4).
Accuracy of water table or potentiometric surface configurations depends
on precise measurement of the surface elevation at water level measurement
sites.

Surface elevations were surveyed for well sites and stream points

using a rod and level.

Elevations of the measuring sites were determined

with respect to known elevations at bench marks.

Three U. S. Geological

Survey bench marks (Appendix 6) were used to establish elevations for 56
wells and six stream points in the field area.

One temporary bench mark

(i^pendix 6) established by Whatcom County Department of Public Works was
used to establish elevations for five wells and one stream point.

Surveyed

altitudes are accurate to within 0.01 feet.
Wells and stream points which were not surveyed either had difficult
access, unusable data, or were within an aquitard region where none of the
wells penetrated through the aquitard.

In the upland and morainal regions 51

of the 54 measured wells and one of the three measured stream points were
surveyed.

In the Sumas Valley, nine of the 12 measured wells and six of the

eight measured stream points were surveyed.

In the lineated topography

region one of the eight measured wells and none of the 14 measured stream
points were surveyed.
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QUATERNARY GEOLOGY OF TEiE SUMAS AREA

The surficial geology of nort±iwestern Whatcom County, including the
Sumas area, consists predominantly of unconsolidated glacial sediment (Figure
1).

In order to identify aquifer systems in the field area and understand

the origin of local hydrologic characteristics, a description of the general
depositional history of the late Quaternary is important.
The Fraser Glaciation began approximately 20,000 years ago and had a
10,000 year duration (Easterbrook, 1963 and 1969).

Three phases of this

glaciation, the Vashon Stade, the Everson Interstade, and the Sumas Stade,
are represented in western Whatcom County by glacial deposits.
During the Vashon Stade, from 20,000 to 13,000 years ago, two distinct
units were deposited locally.

The oldest, the Esperance Sand Member, is

cross-bedded outwash sand and gravel.

Vashon till, the younger of tlie two

units, is a poorly sorted mixture of pebbles and cobbles in a silt, clay, and
sand matrix (Easterbrook, 1963 and 1969).

Within the study area, these

deposits are not exposed, but may be represented below the Sumas stade
deposits at several hundred feet depth.
Overlying Vashon Stade deposits are deposits of the Everson Interstade
vAiich lasted from 13,000 to 11,500 years ago.

In northwestern Whatcom

County, deposits of the Everson Interstade are typically represented by
glacicmarine drift, an unsorted and unstratified mixture of silt, clay, sand,
and pebbles (Easterbrook, 1963 and 1969).
The final phase of the Fraser glaciation, the Sumas Stade, lasted from
11,500 to 10,000 years ago.

At that time, the main glacial terminus was just

north of the Canadian border with a lobe extending southward into Whatcom
County at Sumas.

Sumas outwash was deposited by meltwater streams carrying
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sand and gravel southward and southwestward.

The resulting outwash plain

extends fron the Canadian border southward to Lynden and southwest from Sumas
to Everson and Ferndale (Easterbrook, 1963 and 1969) (Figure 1).

The outwash

grades from gravel near the border to sand near Lynden, and fron gravel near
Everson to sand near Laurel, indicating a northeastern meltwater source
(Easterbrook, 1963 and 1969).
Most surficial deposits in the field area are of Sumas age or younger.
The deposits include moraines and ice-marginal deposits (Qsic), Sumas outwash
(Qso), silt and clay (Qsvc), clay (Qbc) and Holocene alluvium (Qhal) (Figure
4).

Kettles and abandoned meltwater channels preserved in Sumas outwash are

often filled with peat (Qp) (Easterbrook, 1966).

Pangborn bog is a peat-

filled depression in the field area.
The moraines and ice-marginal deposits (Qsic, Figure 4) denote the
maximum extent of the Sumas lobe during the final phases of the Fraser
glaciation (Easterbrook, 1969) (Figures 2 and 4).

In the study area,

moraines and ice marginal debris are deposited on top of Sumas-age advance
outwash sand and gravel (i^pendices 1 and 2).

This sequence is similar to

that found in the Fraser lowland north of the United States-Canada border
where moraine and ice-marginal debris overlies advance outwash or
glacicatarine drift (Annstrong et. al, 1965; Armstrong, 1981).
In the northern half of the field area, a gray clay unit underlies sand
and gravel outwash (well log data, ^pendix 2).

On the basis of well log

data, the depth to the clay decreases to the south and the clay is exposed at
the surface in the lineated topography area (Figure 3).

Easterbrook (1976)

mapped the clay unit as Quaternary silt and clay of probable Sumas age.
Because the clay is exposed near East Badger road (Figure 3), it is referred
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Figiare 4.

Geologic map (modified from Easterbrook, 1976 and Armstrong, 1980)

with cross-section locations.

Solid dots along cross section lines are

locations of measured wells with well logs (i^pendix 1).

Triangles, solid

and open, indicate locations of additional well logs used for studying the
underlying stratigraphy (/^pendix 2).
the cross sections.

Solid triangles are those included in

See hydrostratigraphic cross sections A-A' - H-H'

(Figures 5-8) for well log numbers.

Qhal, Nooksack and Sumas River alluvium;

Qp, peat; Qf, undifferentiated glacial deposits; Qsvc, Sumas valley sandy,
silty clay; Qsic, moraine (till), ice-contact, and ice-marginal deposits;
Qso, outwash sand and gravel; Qbc, gray "Badger clay".
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to, in this report only, as "Badger clay" (Qbc; Figure 4).

This geographic

reference differentiates the gray clay unit from another clay unit in the
study area.
Two drill holes that penetrate the "Badger clay" (i^pendix 2, #3 and
#12) reveal a sand unit beneath the clay.

Well #3 (^^pendix 2) penetrates

through 400 feet of Quaternary deposits without encountering bedrock.
According to well logs, the portion of the Sumas Valley floor that is
almost ccxrpletely enclosed by moraine is underlain by sandy, silty clay
(Qsvc, Figure 4).

This fine-grained layer overlies, in all cases, sand and

gravel outwash.

HYDROSTRATIGRAPHY
Eight cross-sections were constructed in order to identify, correlate,
and map hydrostratigraphic units in the field area (Figures 5-8).

The cross-

sections were based on well drillers' lithologic logs (i^pendices 1 and 2)
and on two geologic maps, one for western Whatcom County (Easterbrook, 1976)
and one for British Columbia just north of the Sumas area (Armstrong, 1981).
A hydrostratigraphic unit is a body of rock, or deposit, distinguished
and characterized by porosity and permeability (Seabar, 1988).

Because they

are mapped in this manner, hydrostratigraphic units do not necessarily
correspond to geologic time-stratigraphic units.

In the Sumas area, however,

all hydrostratigraphic units correspond directly to geologic units, with one
exception (Table 1).

Therefore, except for the ccxnposite sand and gravel

unit (Table 1), the hydrostratigraphic units in the field area are referred
to by their geologic names (Table 1).

The unconsolidated Quaternary deposits

in the field area are divided into two permeable, water-bearing units

15

Figure 5.

Hydrostratigraphic cross sections A-A' and B-B'.

Solid dots denote measured wells with well logs.
unneasured wells with available well logs.

Solid triangles denote

Numbers next to symbols (dots and

triangles) are well log numbers (i^pendix 1 and 2, repectively).

Numbers

following well log number and symbol denote month/year of water level
measurement,

"no wl" indicates no water level available.

Solid inverted

triangles, or hydrat symbols, along the vertical drill holes indicate static
water levels.

Refer to Table 1 for further explanation of hydrostratigraphic

units shown on legend.
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Figure 6.

Hydrostratigraphic cross sections C-C'-C" and D-D'-D".

explanation of legend see figure 5 caption.
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Figure 7.

Hydrostratigraphic cross sections E-E' and F-F'.

For explanation

of units see figure 5 caption.
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Figure 8.

Hydrostratigraphic cross sections G-G'-G" and H-H'.

explanation of units see figure 5 caption.
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composite sand i gravel unit
(moraine)
"Badger clay"
sand
undifferentiated
glacial deoosits

TABLE 1. Sinplified lithologic and hydrologic characteristics of
hydrostratigraphic units in field area (tabular format after Dion et.al,
1988). The terms hydrostratigraphic and geologic are shortened to hydro, and
geo., respectively, for column headings.

Hydro.
unit

Geo.
unit

peat

QP

Discontinuous layer
of peat in abandoned
meltwater channels

17

Nearly impermeable
layer causing both
localized perching above
confinement below

Sumas
Valley
clay

Qsvc

Continuous surficial
sandy, silty clay layer
in the Sumas valley

16

Low permeability, acts as
a confining layer

com
posite
sand &
gravel
unit

Qsic,
Qso,
advance
outwash,
&
Qhal

"Badger
clay"

Qbc

Character
and extent

ipproximate
thickness
(feet)

Water-bearing
properties

Till and ice marginal
70-200
deposits carposed of
sand, gravel, and
boulders with some
silt and clay lenses;
and stratified sand
and gravel consisting
of Sumas outwash,
advance outwash, and
Nooksack and Sumas
river alluvium with
rare silt and clay lenses

Major water-bearing unit.
Clay lenses cause locally
confined conditions

Massive gray clay with
silt. Extensive and
continuous layer

20-95+

Confining layer

Permeable unit, possible
unexplored groundwater
source

sand

?

Sand deposit with
limited available
data

75 (?)

Undifferentiated
glacial
deposits

?

"Deep" clay layer
overlying sand

60+ (?)

24

Sand could yield moderate
quantities of water. Clay
is confining

(corposite sand and gravel unit and sand; Table 1), one seni-confining unit
(peat. Table 1), and two confining units (Sumas Valley clay and "Badger
clay"; Table 1).
Peat is a semi-confining unit of limited extent (Table 1; Figure 5, BB') that overlies sand and gravel in former outwash channels.

Peat also

causes localized perching of water that results in lakes or bogs.

Borings

into Pangborn bog (Figure 3) indicate an average thickness of 17 feet of peat
with a maximum thickness of 22 feet (Rigg, 1958).

Profiles show that the

base of the peat bog either rests on sand and gravel (ccxnposite sand and
gravel unit) or on "blue" clay ("Badger clay" unit) (Rigg, 1958).

Fifteen

feet of peat is recorded on the only well log in the field area that
penetrated peat (Figure 5, B-B').
The Sumas Valley clay is a confining unit consisting primarily of clay
and silt with minor amounts of sand (Table 1; Figures 6, C-C and 7, E-E').
Sumas Valley clay occurs near the surface of the Sumas Valley floor northeast
of the morainal ridges. In the field-area portion of Sumas Valley, the unit
partially confines the underlying corposite sand and gravel unit.

The

average thickness of the unit is 16 feet; range in thickness of the unit is
from 8-25 feet.
The corposite sand and gravel unit is an extensive water-bearing unit
consisting of Sumas outwash, Suitas-age advance outwash, morainal and icemarginal deposits, and a lesser amount of Nooksack and Sumas River alluvium
(Figures 5-8, Table 1).

The morainal deposits within the corposite sand and

gravel unit have sore silt and clay lenses vhich cause locally confined
conditions (Figure 5, A-A').

The corposite sand and gravel unit blankets the

northern half of the field area where it is underlain by "Badger clay".
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The

coirposite unit also occurs near the surface of the Sumas Valley floor, except
v^ere it is overlain by Sumas Valley clay.

Maximum thickness of the unit is

near 200 feet in the field area (i^pendices 1 and 2).
"Badger clay" is a confining layer of gray clay with sane silt.

It is

overlain by the coiposite sand and gravel unit, except v^ere it is exposed at
land surface in the lineated topography region (Figures 5-8).
thickness of the unit is unknown, but exceeds 95 feet.

Maximum

In the two instances

where wells penetrate through "Badger clay" to the underlying sand unit,
"Badger clay" is 20 and 50 feet thick (Appendix 2, #3 and #12).
The sand unit is a permeable deposit underlying "Badger clay".

Data for

this unit are based on two well logs, only one of which penetrated corpletely
through the unit (Figures 6, D-D' and 7, E-E').

The thickness of the unit

ranges from 50-100 feet (Z^pendix 2, #3 and #12).
The remaining unconsolidated sediments below the sand unit, consisting
of undifferentiated glacial deposits of clay cind scind, were encountered in
only one well log (Figures 7, E-E' and 8, G-G').

GROUNDWATER SYSTEMS
Upland Unconfined Aquifer
The upland unconfined aquifer (Figure 9) consists of the coiposite sand
and gravel hydrostratigraphic unit, and is underlain by the "Badger clay"
unit.

The aquifer coincides with the upland and morainal regions (Figures

2).
In an unconfined aquifer, the water level in a well represents the water
table (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).

Contour maps of water levels for the upland

unconfined aquifer (Figures 9 and 10) show the regional variation in
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Figxire 9.

Water level contour map:

October 1988.

Contour lines in the

upland unconfined aquifer represent the water table.

Contour lines in the

Sumas Valley confined aquifer represent the potentionetric surface.
indicates unusable water levels (i^pendices 3 and 4).
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NA
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Figure 10.

Water level contour map;

March 1989.

Contour lines in the

upland unconfined aquifer represent the water table.

Contour lines in the

Sumas Valley confined aquifer represent the potentianetric surface.
indicates unusable water levels (i^pendices 3 and 4).
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NA
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hydraulic head.

Because groundwater moves from higher to lower hydraulic

head, contours of hydraulic head indicate the direction of groundwater flow.
Groundwater flow in the upland unconfined aquifer is generally to the
southeast (Figures 9 and 10).

The hydraulic gradient, or slope of the water

table, is low in areas of low surface relief near Judson Lake and increases
near the southeast margin of the unconfined aquifer vdiere the surface relief
is also more pronounced.
Average linear velocity (v) of groundwater flow can be estimated using
the Darcy equation,
V

= (K/n)(dh/dl)

where K is hydraulic conductivity, n is porosity, and dh/dl is the hydraulic
gradient or difference in hydraulic head (h) over a defined horizontal
distance (1).

Given the physical characteristics of the geologic medium,

values of K and n can be estimated using published tables (Freeze and Cherry
1979).

The hydraulic gradient is measured fran the water level contour maps

Hydraulic conductivity (K) values for gravel and sand range frctn 10^-10® gal
day~lft“2 and porosity (n) ranges from .25-.40 (Freeze and Cherry, 1979;
Heath, 1983).

The hydraulic gradient (dh/dl) of the unconfined aquifer

varies from 0.0024 to 0.04 (Figures 10 and 11).

Therefore, approximate

average linear velocity, using n=.325 and a median value of K=10^, varies
fran 7.4 to 120 gal day^ff^^ reflecting the variable hydraulic gradient.
This average linear velocity is an estimated average and will chcinge with
variations in geologic media.
Calculation of the average linear velocity was made using the DupuitForschheimer assunptions.

Simply stated, they are:

1) flow in the aquifer

is horizontal and uniform; and 2) the hydraulic gradient is assumed to be
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Figure 11.

Variations in depth (feet) to water level in wells measured

October 1988.
ground surface.

Numbers next to wells are actual depths to water measured fran
A plus sign (+) indicates that the water level is above the

ground surface.
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equal to the slope of the water table and invariant with depth (Freeze and
Cherry, 1979).

Water level contour maps of the upland unconfined aquifer for October
1988 (Figure 9) and March 1989 (Figure 10) are similar with only minor
differences in water table elevation and hydraulic gradient.

Overall, March

water table elevations are higher as a result of the wet winter months of
high precipitation. For October (Figure 9), the water table in the northwest
corner of field area shows an instance of localized drawdown, presumably due
to prolonged puirping.
The greatest depths to water in the field area are within the upland
unconfined aquifer, with depths ranging from 4 to 67 feet (Figures 11 and
12).

Seasonal variations in depth to water levels (Figure 13) are mostly in

the 4.0-5.5 feet range.

Larger variations (6.0-7.5 feet) occur in the

higher-elevation areas near the U.S.-Canada border and smaller variations
(2.0-3.5 feet) occur in the lower elevation areas near the southeast margin
of the aquifer.
Portions of the upland unconfined aquifer, ex^plified by wells 16, 17,
18, and 19 (Figures 3, 9, and 10; Appendix 1), are locally confined by clay
lenses within the morainal deposits.

In these wells, the water level rises

above the top of the water-bearing unit, and in two of the wells (17 and 18)
the hydraulic heads are large enough to cause flowing artesian wells.
Because of the local soni-confined conditions, I did not use water levels of
wells 16-19 for contouring the water table.
Sumas Valley Confined Aquifer
The aquifer of the Sumas Valley is designated the Sumas Valley confined
aquifer (Figinre 9).

The confining aquitard is the Sumas Valley clay unit and
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Figure 12.
19B9.

Variations in depth (feet) to water level in wells itieasured March

Numbers next to wells are actural depths to water neasured from ground

surface.

A plus sign (+) indicates that the water level is above the ground

surface.
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Figure 13.

Seasonal variation in depth (feet) to water level, October 1988

to March 1989.
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the prcxiuctive horizon, or aquifer, is the caiposite sand and gravel unit.
The lower confining horizon is not defined because no wells penetrate through
to the lower confining layer.

This lower aquitard is most likely lodgement

till or glacicmarine drift.
Water levels for wells within a confined aquifer define the
potentianentric surface for the confined aquifer (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).
The potentiometric surface of the Sumas Valley confined aquifer (Figures 9
and 10) is analagous to the water table of the upland unconfined aquifer
(Figures 9 and 10) in that they both indicate variation in hydraulic head
over the extent of the aquifer.
Water level contour maps for the Sumas Valley confined aquifer for
October 1988 (Figure 9) and March 1989 (Figure 10) are nearly identical
except for a higher-elevation potentionetric surface in March.

Depth-to-

water-level maps (Figures 11 and 12) show consistantly shallow water levels
than for the unpland unconfined aquifer, with roost depths ranging frcni 7-12
feet in the fall (Figure 11) and from 0-6 feet in the spring (Figure 12).

In

all but one case, the seasonal variation in depth to water level ranges fron
4.0-5.5 feet (Figure 13).
Direction of groundwater flow in the Sumas Valley confined aquifer is to
the northeast (Figure 9 and 10).

The hydraulic gradient is low throughout

the Sumas Valley and is essentially the same both fall and spring (Figures 9
and 10).

Average linear velocity of groundwater flow in the Sumas Valley was

estimated using values of porosity (n) and hydraulic conductivity (K) that
are the same as those used for the upland unconfined aquifer (K=105
gal day“^ft~2, n=.325). The same values are used because the water-bearing
horizon in both cases is the conposite sand and gravel unit.
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The hydraulic

gradient of the Sumas Valley confined aquifer is approximately 0.00125
(Figures 9 and 10).

The estiirated average linear velocity for the Sumas

Valley confined aquifer is 4.0 gal day”^ft~2.

Clay Aquitard
The clay aquitard corresponds to the "Badger clay" hydrostratigraphic
unit.

Surface exposures of the clay coincide with the lineated topography

region (Figures 2 and 9).

Wells within this area are scarce and mostly

consist of shallow wells.

The wells probably tap water-bearing lenses within

the clay, but the nature of water-bearing horizons in the "Badger clay" are
speculative because only one lithologic log is available for the lineated
topography region.

Perched water-level elevations depend on the surface

topography of the clay.

Five of the eight measured wells in this region are

abandoned, probably due to poor water yield.

Two wells greater than 20 feet

deep exist in the area, one of viiich is still in use.
Water level depths for October 1988 and March 1989 are generally shallow
but vary from 0-20 feet (Figures 11 and 12).

Seasonal variations in depth to

water level are mostly small (0-3.5 feet) with the exception of one six foot
variation (Figure 13).

DISCUSSION
Geologic correlations and gecmorphic develoixient
I suggest correlations of Sumas area stratigraphy to regional
stratigraphy (Table 2) based on information provided by geologic maps
(Easterbrook, 1976; Armstrong, 1980), well logs (i^pendices 1 and 2), bore
hole information (Appendix 7), field ejqxjsures and stratigraphic data from
neighboring areas (Halstead, 1986).

I employ the regional stratigraphy of
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TABLE 2.

Conparison of Sumas area stratigraphy to regional stratigraphy.

Regional stratigraphy
(Easterbrook, 1976)

age
(yrs. before
present)

Qal, Quaternary alluvium

Sumas area stratigraphy
(i^pendices 1 and 2)

Qhal, fluvial deposits
of Nooksack and Sumas
rivers
Qsvc, Sumas Valley
sandy, silty clay
----

Qso, Sumas outwash sand
and gravel

10,000----------------------------------Sumas
Stade
Deposits

Qs, till and ice-contact
deposits

Qso, Sumas outwash sand
and gravel
Qsic, moraine (till),
ice-contact, and icemarginal deposits

Qsc, silt and clay
----

11,500-----------------?------?-------Qbc, "Badger clay"

Qb, Bellingham glaciomarine
drift
Qd, Denting sand

Deposits
of the
Everson
Interstade

Qk, Kulshan glaciomarine
drift
------ 13,000-----------------------------------
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Easterbrook (1976) (Table 2).

Sums area surficial units are Qhal, Qscv, Qso, Qsic, and Qbc (Figure 4)
(Table 2).

Their regionally mpped counterparts (Easterbrook, 1976) are Qal,

Qso, Qs, and Qsc, respectively (Table 2).

Easterbrook (1976) included Sums

Valley deposits (Qsvc) and Holocene river alluvium (Qhal) with Quaternary
alluvium (Qal) of sand, gravel, and silt.
the same manner locally and regionally.

Sums outwash (Qso) is mpped in
In the field area, till, ice-

contact, and ice-mrginal deposits are included in the same unit (Qsic).
Easterbrook (1976) mpped till and ice-contact deposits as Qs.
"Badger clay" (Qbc) was interpreted by Easterbrook (1976) to be silt and
clay (Qsc) of "probably mostly estuarine origin," and "about the same age as
Sumas outwash."

Easterbrook's (1976) criteria for an estuarine versus a

glacicmrine origin included an absence of dropstones and marine shells, both
of which are coomon in places in glacicstiarine drift.
Hydrogeologic fence diagrams constructed for the Fraser Lowland, British
Columbia, (Halstead, 1986) show that a continuous glaciomarine clay layer
underlies sand and gravel outwash.

Similarly in the Sums area, the "Badger

clay" underlies sand and gravel outwash (Figures 5-8).

The altitude of the

clay layer along the British Columbia-Washington state border near Sums
(Halstead, 1986) corresponds to "Badger clay" altitudes within the field area
near the international border (Figures 7 and 8).

The fact that "Badger clay"

in all cases underlies sand and gravel outwash and the fact that sand and
gravel outwash is not encountered beneath "Badger clay" suggests that the
clay my be pre-Sums in age.

Stratigraphic data in Canada (Halstead, 1986)

ccxnbined with the cross-sections of this report, show that the unit my be
continuous to the north.

The "Badger clay" my be correlative to an Everson-
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age glaciomarine unit.

A structure contour map of the upper bounding surface of the "Badger
clay", based on well log data and surface exposures (Figure 14), shows that
the present morphology of the clay's upper boundary is a north-south trending
dome, sloping gradually to the west and steeply to the east (Figure 14).
Morainal debris of Sumas age overlies the steeper-gradient eastern portion of
the "Badger clay" (Figures 5, 7, and 14).

The steep eastern slope of the

"Badger clay" (Figure 14) may reflect erosion of the clay by streams
transporting Sumas-age advance outwash.
I favor a glaciolacustrine origin for the Sumas Valley sandy, silty clay
(Qsvc), based on lithologic information provided by well logs and on the
surface topography of the area.

According to well log and bore hole data,

this predominantly clay unit is encountered within the moraine-encircled
region of the Sumas Valley floor (Appendices 1 and 2), but not encountered
beyond the morainal ridges (Appendix 7).

Historical records show that a

lake, known as Lake Sumas, existed just north of the border in British
Columbia prior to being drained in the 1920's for land reclamation (Klassen,
1980).

The area formerly occupied by the lake is the northeastern, or

Canadian, portion of the Sumas Valley floor.

Perhaps a moraine-dammed lake

occupied the area and was responsible for deposition of fine-grained sediment
on top of advance outwash.
The linear trough and ridge surface morphology to the southwest of the
morainal remnants is possible evidence of a breached moraine-daitmed lake
(Easterbrook, 1971).

The lineated topography (Figure 2) appears to have been

denuded of overlying sediments by flow fran a Sumas Valley source.

If a lake

of considerable size once occupied the "Sumas trough" (Water Resources Bui.,
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Figure 14.

Structural contour itiap of "Badger Clay".

Dashed contours in ten

foot intervals represent the approximate surface of "Badger Clay" at depth.
Solid contours are used where the "Badger clay" is at land surface.

Solid

dots with numbers show the locations and elevations (feet) of "Badger Clay".
Open dots are locations and elevations of the Sumas Valley sandy, silty clay.
Dots which are half open and half shaded are locations and elevations of
morainal clay lenses.
only.

Contours were generated for the gray "Badger Clay"

Well driller's logs used for this map are the same as those used for

hydrostratigraphic cross sections (Figures 5-8).
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1960) and at some point breached, a flood large enough to modify downstream
topography would have ensued.

A catastrophic flood of this nature could

remove incohesive materials, in this case sand and gravel, and incise the
more resistant, underlying "Badger clay".
Recharge and discharge of aquifers
The upland unconfined aquifer, within the upland and morainal regions
(Figure 2), is recharged primarily by direct precipitaton onto the permeable
coitposite sand and gravel and moraine units (Table 1).

Upward aquitard

leakage fron the underlying "Badger clay" (Table 1) could possibly account
for a minor amount of recharge.

Discharge of the aquifer is to streams,

drainage ditches, and springs, as well as by puiiping and groundwater flow
southeast towards Sumas Valley.

Discharge also occurs locally by upward

leakage of water through confining horizons in the moraine unit.

Such

discharge is exemplified by the two flowing wells that occur within morainal
deposits (Figure 3, #17 and #18).
Recharge of the Sumas Valley confined aquifer is by direct precipitation
onto the composite sand and gravel unit vdiere it is exposed up-gradient fron
the overlying Sumas Valley clay (Figures 9 and 10) (Table 1), by groundwater
flow in the conposite unit from the upland unconfined aquifer (Figures 9 and
10), and to sane extent by downward migration through the Sumas Valley clay.
Upward aquitard leakage from the unidentified underlying unit may also be a
source of recharge.

Discharge of the Sumas Valley confined aquifer is to

streams (Johnson Creek and Sumas River), drainage ditches, and by pumping.
Discharge in this area, other than by pumping, flows northward and eventually
reaches the Fraser River in British Columbia.
Most recharge occurs during the rainy winter months from October through
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March.

Discharge to streams and springs is highest during this time period

as well.

Discharge due to pumping for irrigation is highest during the dry

summer months.
Potential source of untapped groundwater
On the basis of limited data, a sand unit exists beneath the "Badger
clay" (Figiares 6 and 7).

If the water quality of this deep sand is

acceptable for human consurtption and the deep sand aquifer has the ability to
yield economic quantities of water, then the aquifer is a possible source of
confined groundwater.
Water-quality tests for a correlative unit at depth in British Columbia,
however, indicate high sodium chloride type water (Halstead, 1986).
Chlorides may be the result of mineral dissolution but are most likely
derived fran connate waters in deposits derived from marine conditions
(Halstead, 1986).

Chlorides may restrict use of water due to both health

effects and corrosion of well casings.
The water quality of the deep sand unit has not been documented for the
Sumas area.

Only two wells penetrate the unit in the field area, one of

which was an exploration boring drilled in an unsucessful attoipt to
determine depth to bedrock (i^pendix 2, well #3).

The other well (i^pendix

2, #12) was drilled in order to deepen an existing well.

When the drillers

encountered the deep sand unit, vdiich was described as "quicksand", they
pulled the casing back and screened it in a productive horizon at higher
elevation.

Water quality tests were not performed in either case.

Hydrochemical testing would be necessary to determine if the deep sand unit
in the Sumas area is a viable source of water.
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CONCLUSIONS
The four physiographic regions of the study area (Figure 15) can be
separated into three groundwater systems.
corresponding hydrostratigraphic units are:

The groundwater systems and their
1) upland unconfined aquifer

consisting of the permeable catposite sand and gravel unit; 2) Sumas Valley
confined aquifer consisting of Sumas Valley clay as the overlying aquitard,
the caiposite sand and gravel unit as the productive horizon, and an
unidentified basal aquitard as the lowest member; and 3) the clay aquitard
which is solely ccnprised of "Badger clay".
Groundwater flow in the upland unconfined aquifer is generally to the
southeast.

The hydraulic gradient, which is similar both in fall and spring,

is low in areas of low surface relief and high in areas of steep slopes.
Estimated average linear velocity for the upland unconfined aquifer varies
fran 7.4 to 120 gal day^ff^.

The greatest depths to water in the field

area are within the unconfined aquifer, ranging from 4-67 feet.

Seasonal

variations in depth to water table are mostly in the 4.0-5.5 feet range, with
Icurger variations in high elevation regions and lower variations in low
elevation areas. The upland unconfined aquifer is locally confined due to
clay lenses within morainal deposits.
Groundwater flow in the Sumas Valley confined aquifer is to the
northeast.

The hydraulic gradient, vdiich is nearly identical in the fall and

spring, is shallow (0.00125) throughout Sumas Valley.

The approximate

average linear velocity for the confined aquifer is 4.0 gal day~^ft“2.

The

depths to the potentionetric surface are consistently shallow ranging from 712 feet in the fall and from 0-6 feet in the spring.

Seasonal variations in

depth to potentionetric surface range frcan 4.0 to 5.5 feet.
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Figure 15.

Simplified block diagram of field area showing topography and

approximate stratigraphy.

Thicknesses of units are estimates based on

available well logs in the field area.

Vertical exaggeration is 40X.
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/

The clay aquitard is not a productive source of groundwater.

A few

wells in the region, vrfiich are mostly shallow and abandoned, tap small
quantities of perched water.
vary from zero to 20 feet.

Water level depths are generally shallow, but
Seasonal variations in depth to water level are

mostly small and range from 0-3.5 feet.

All water levels in the field area

were higher in the spring following the wet winter months of high
precipitation.
A glaciolacustrine origin is favored for the Sumas Valley sandy, silty
clay based on available lithologic data and the surface topography of the
area.

A pre-Sumas age is possible for the "Badger clay" based on

stratigraphic data.

The origin of the "Badger clay" is uncertain, but is

probably marine silt and clay deposited in an estuarine environment
(Easterbrook, 1966), and the "Badger clay" appears to be correlative to
glacicmarine clay north of the international border.
Recharge in the field area is primarily by direct precipitation on
permeable units.

Discharge is to streams, drainage ditches and springs, as

well as by puirping.

Groundwater flow from the upland unconfined aquifer is

also a source of recharge for the Sumas Valley confined aquifer.

A possible

source of untapped confined groundwater occurs beneath the "Badger clay".
The usefulness of this potential water source depends on water quality and
yield.

An aquifer across the border in Canada that appears to be correlative

to this sand contains elevated levels of sodium chloride.
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i^pendix 1. Well logs for measured wells in study area. For well site data
see Appendix III. Note: maximum depth shown indicates end of borehole, not
end of formation. Wells 16, 17, 18, and 19 are test wells drilled for the
city of Lynden (Colder Associates, 1987). Refer to Figure 3 for locations.

uses #

Depth (ft)

2

41/3-36N

0-2
2-26

red clay loam
gravel

22-26

6

41/3-36R

0-2
2-34

soil
gravel

26-34

8

41/4-31Q

0-4
4-27
27-48
48-50
50-70
70-75

topsoil
hardpan
sand & gravel
hardpan
hardpan & gravel
coarse gravel

70-75

10

41/4-31Q

0-5
5-42
42-47
47-51
51-56
56-57
57-62
62-72

topsoil
gravel & clay
medium sand
gravel
coarse sand
gravel
gravel & sand
water-bearing gravel

62-72

11

41/4-31J

0-3
3-80

topsoil
gravel & boulders

74.5-80

13

41/4-32M

0-2
2-90
90-95

silty gravel & topsoil
gravel & sand
coarse gravel (0.5-1.0")

not
specified

14

41/4-32K/Q

0-6
6-26

topsoil
gravel (up to 1" diam.)

not
specified

16

WELL OB-2
(test well)

0-32

brown, fine SAND, some
silt, trace clay, trace
gravel
gray, clayey SILT, trace
sand
dark brewn to gray-brown
fine to coarse SAND, little
gravel, trace silt
gray, clayey SILT

Well #

32-54
54-104

104-108

Material

55

Screen
Depth (ft)

76-81

Well #

uses #

16 (cont. )

17

WELL OB-3
(test well)

D^)th (ft)

gray-brown, fine SAND
gray CTAY (end of borehole)

0-19.5

brown, fine to medium SAND, 64.6some silt
69.6
gray
sane fine sand,
trace silt
gray-brown, fine to coarse
SAND, trace gravel
gray-brown SAND & GRAVEL
brown-gray, silty CLAY, trace
fine sand (end of borehole)

56-68
68-71
71-78.5

WELL TW-1
(test well)

0-23
23-36
36-42
42-54
54-71.5
71.5-72

19

WELL OB-4
(test well)

Screen
Depth (ft)

108-199
199-200

19.5-56

18

Material

0-19
19-32

32-47
47-53

53-78
78-81

brown, fine to medium SAND, 55-70.5
some silt, trace clay
gray CLAY, trace silt, trace
fine sand
gray to brown fine SAND,
little silt, trace clay
gray CLAY, trace silt
gray-brown SAND & GI^AVEL
brown-gray CLAY, some sand
(end of borehole)
brown, fine to medium SAND, 67.6some silt and clay
72.6
yellow-brown to gray, CLAY,
some fine sand, trace fine to
medium gravel
brown, fine to coarse SAND,
some fine to coarse gravel
gray-brown clayey SAND, some
fine to coarse gravel, little
silt
gray-brown SAND, little gravel
brown CLAY, some fine sand
(end of borehole)

20

40/4-4D

0-57
57-82

unknown (deepened well)
gravel & sand

73.582.5

26

40/4-5D

0-3
3-31
31-40
40-71

topsoil
dry brown gravel
gravel & water
gray gravel, sand & water

55-75

56

Well #

uses #

26 (cont.)

D^jth (ft)

71-77
77

27

40/4-5L

0-2
2-32
32-37
37-47

Material

Screen
Depth (ft)

gray med. sand, gravel &
water
gray med. sand, clay & water
topsoil
1none
brewn sand, gravel, clay, &
boulders
brown sand, gravel, & water
brown sand, gravel, & water tighter drilling

29

40/4-5P

0-2
2-20
20-23
23-28

clay loam
gravel
coarse sand
gravel

inone

31

40/4-5P

0-4
4-14
14-19
19-28

clay loam
sandy clay
gravel
sand (fairly coarse)

inone

33

40/4-5N

0-17
17-47
47-63
63-73
73-80
80-86

gravel with cobbles, sandy
brown hardpan
softer hardpan
coarse gravel
sand with gravel
coarse sand with gravel

inone

37

40/4-6G

0-2
2-4

dark brown topsoil
20-25
light reddish-brewn fine
sand & gravel
brown gravel & little fine
sand
reddish-brown gravel & little
fine sand
dark reddish-brown gravel &
little fine sand
brewn gravel & little fine
sand
blackish-brown gravel & fine
sand
reddish-brewn gravel & fine
sand
clean dark brewn sand & water
gray clay

4-8
8-9
9-10.5
10.5-13
13-17
17-22
22-25.5
25.5

57

Well #

uses #

Depth (ft)

Material

Screen
Depth (ft)

44

40/3-lD

0-3
3-35
35-45
45-58
58-78
78

topsoil
brown sand & gravel
brewn sand, gravel, & water
brown sand, clay, & gravel
brown gravel, sand, & water
brown fine sand, dirty

60-78

45

40/3-1A

0-3
3-15
15-24

topsoil
fine sand
coarse sand

20-24

46

40/3-1D

0-1

24-40

1-12
12-40
40

topsoil
dry gravel
gravel, sand, & water
gray clay

18-26

49

40/3-1R

0-2
2-26

red loam
gravel

58

40/4-17B

0-1

topsoil
41-56.5
gray dry sand
brown dry sand & gravel
gray sand, gravel, & seepage
fine gray sand, little gravel
gray gravel, sand, & water
gray gravel, more sand, & water
gray fine sand, wood, & seepage
gray fine sand, gravel, &
seepage
gray med. coarse sand, gravel
& water
gray med. sand, little gravel,
& water
gray med. coarse sand, gravel,
& water
gray med. to med. fine sand,
gravel & water
gray med. coarse sand, gravel,
& water

1-6
6-7
7-12.5
12.5-14
14-19.5
19.5-24
24-26
26-29
29-32
32-39
39-52
52-56
56-56.5

63

40/4-17N

0-3
3-14
14-19
19-30

clay loam
clay
sand
gravel

58

i^pendix 2. Well logs for unmeasured wells in or near study area. Water
levels (W.L.) are assumed to be measured frcxn top of well casing. Note:
Maximum depth indicates end of borehole, not end of fonnation. Unless other
wise indicated, well is metal cased (diameter 6-10"). Asterisks (*) denote
wells drilled by Hayes Well Drilling & Puirps, Inc. The Hayes data is the
most consistent of all data below. Logs 32-34 were provided by the Dept, of
Env., Water Resources, Victoria, B. C. Refer to Figures 4-8 for locations.
Well #

1*

USGS #

41/3-36R

Depth (ft)

0-1
1-8
8-32
32-48
48-59
59-79
79-92
92

2*

41/3-36L

0-4
4-22
22-56
56-73
73

3*

41/4-32M
(exploration
well)

0-3
3-70
70-80
80-103
103-130
130-174
174-184
184-213
213-234
234-340
340-360
360-400

4*

41/4-33Q

0-2
2-16
16-20
20-24
24-30

Material

Screen
W.L.
Depth (ft) [ft(mo/yr)]

topsoil
brown sand, gravel & wood
brown gravel
brown gravel, sand, & water
rusty brown gravel & water
greenish-gray sand, gravel,
& water
gray gravel, sand, & water
gray clay

87-92

30 (9/83)

topsoil
dry gravel
brown gravel & water
gray sand, little gravel,
& water
gray clay

58-73

22 (8/86)

topsoil
none
brown dry sand & gravel
brown sand, gravel, & water
brown gravel, sand, & water
brown sand & gravel - water
brown sand, sane gravel &
water
gray gravel, sand, & clay water
gray sand, sane to very little
gravel, & water (lots)
gray clay
gray fine sand & water
gray clay with some sand
gray med. sand, sane clay

none

topsoil
gray silty clay
brown gravel, sand, & water
gray gravel, sand, & water
gray clay, gravel, sand,
wood: water

7 (5/80)

59

52-63

Well #

uses #

4 (cont.)

Depth (ft)

30-37
37-50
50-65
65

5*

40/4-5E

Material

Screen
W.L.
Depth (ft) [ft(mD/yr)]

gray gravel, sand, & water
gray sand & gravel, and
dirty water
gray gravel, sand, & water
gray sand, clay, wood,
& water
none

none

112-140

topsoil
dark brown sand & gravel
light brown sand & gravel
clean brown sand & gravel
& water
gray sand, gravel & water
gray sand, gravel, & clay
seepage
gray clay, sand & gravel
seepage
gray clay, gravel & sand
seepage
gray gravel, clay & sand
seepage
gray clay

0-2
2-4
4-10
10-18
18-19
19-24
24-50
50-54
54-112

6

40/4-5C

0-2
2-8
8-29
29-36
36-42
42-47
47-49

topsoil
sand
gravel, coarse & fine
fine sand
brown clay
sandy gravel
fine sand

43-47

28 (5/83)

7*

40/4-6B

0-3
3-21
21-24
24-42
42-51
51-60

brown sand loam
dry hard gravel
dry med. sand
dry gravel & sand
gravel & sand w/seepage
gravel & sand & very
little water
tan gravel, sand, & water
gray coarse sand & gravel
& water
coarse sand, gravel, &
water
coarse sand and water

65.5-73

39(12/70)

60-63
63-67
67-71
71-72

60

Well #

8*

uses #

40/4-5B

Depth (ft)

topsoil
brown gravel
brown sand, gravel, & water
gray gravel, sand, & watar
gray clay
gray gravel, sand, & water
gray coarse sand & water

0-5
5-26
26-32

brown sand loam
73.
dry brown gravel & sand
dry brown sand - little
gravel
dry brown gravel & sand
brown gravel & sand
& red water
loose gray gravel & sand
and green water
gravel & some clay
coarse gray gravel & sand
water to 42'
...... . " (more water)
coarse gravel & pea gravel
sane fine sand
med. sand & gravel, little
fine sand
med. gravel & coarse sand
- water
gravel, med. sand, bit of clay
med. to coarse sand & gravel
f
clear water
gravel & coarse sand, clear wate
loose coarse gravel & sand,
clear water
firm coarse gravel
soft gray clay at base

45 (6/71)

topsoil
dry gravel & sand
sand, little gravel, and
little water
gravel & more water
sand, gravel, & water
tan clay

11 (5/80)

49-55
55-57
57-63
63-66
66-68
68-70
70-72
72-74
74-76
76-78
78-81
81-82.5
82.5-83
40/3-2A

Screen
W.L.
Depth (ft) [ft(roo/yr)]

0-3
3-35
35-65
65-79.5
79.5-80
80-88
88

32-44
44-49

10*

Material

0-3
3-14
14-35
35-37
37-59
59-60

61

67

4343-59

34 (7/88)

Well #

11*

uses #

40/3-1 IQ

Depth (ft)

0-4
4-7
7-10

10-20
20-100

12*

40/3-12A

0-4
4-29
29-31
31-40
40-43

12 (deepened)

43-45
43-47
47-84
84-100

13*

40/3-12H

0-1

1-12
12-25
25-52
52-120
14*

40/4-7B

0-2
2-15
15-22
22-34
34-39
39-40
40-50
50-65
65-78

15*

40/4-7A

0-3
3-7
7-9
9-22
22-25
25-28

Material

Screen
W.L.
Depth (ft) [ft(mo/yr)]

topsoil
none
gray sand & seepage
brown sand & seepage
gray clay & gravel
gray clay
(pulled casing & sealed hole)

none

sand loam, tan
37-43
rock, dry tan gravel,
& hard sand
loose sand & gravel, w-21'
sand & gravel hardpacked
water
loose & cleaner gravel
& sand
clay, tan (gray clay at 45')
clay, sand & gravel
42-48
gray gumbo clay to putty
clay
quicksand (water raises to 30')
(casing pulled back to 42')

24 (5/64)

topsoil
brown gravel & little clay
brown gravel, sand, & water
gray clay & sand seepage
gray clay

none

none

brown coarse sand & gravel
brown sand
brown sand & little clay
brown sand
brown sand & water
brown clay, coarse sand
brown sand & water
brown coarse sand, gravel,
& water
brown gravel, coarse sand,
& water

63-78

5 (11/88)

tan silt sand
boulders & brown hardpan
cavey fine gravel
brown sand, gravel, & clay
fine gravel - water
med. gravel & sand - water

none

16 (5/73)

62

22 (8/73)

Well #

16*

uses #

40/4-7A

Depth (ft)

8 (2/87)

42-57

9 (6/80)

35-57

topsoil
brown silty sand & clay
gray clay & some gravel
gray gravel, sand, clay, &
water
gray gravel, sand, & water

14-16
16-20
20-36
36-40
40-41
41-62
62-72
72-76
76-82
82-84
84-90
90
40/4-8A

Screen
W.L.
Depth (ft) [ft(mo/yr)]

topsoil
79-89
brown dry sand, gravel, &
clay
brown fine sand & little
gravel
brown clay
brown sand, gravel, & water
brown med. sand & water dirty
gravel, sand, & water
brown clay
sand, gravel, & water
brown sand and water
brown sand & gravel, water
grayish gravel, sand, &
water
coarse sand & water
coarse sand, gravel, & water
gray clay

0-4
4-10
10-14

17*

Material

0-3
3-25
25-32
32-35

18*

40/4-8K

0-10
10-25
25-30
30-36
36-58

topsoil
gray sandy clay
gray silt-sand
gray sand, gravel, & water
gray gravel, sand, & water

42-58

8 (7/85)

19*

40/4-9Q

0-8
8-18
18-44
44-45
45-60

gray clay
gray silt sand
gravel and water
gray clay
gravel and water

49-59

4 (6/79)

20*

40/4-9N

0-12
12-25
25-32
32-58

sandy clay topsoil
brown sand, gravel, & water
dirty fine sand & wood
gray gravel, sand, & water

42-58

10 (6/83)

63

Well #

21*

uses #

40/4-9R

Depth (ft)

Material

Screen
W.L.
Depth (ft) [ft(mo/yr)

68-78

6 (4/84)

50-60
60-78

topsoil
brown sandy clay & little
gravel
gray sand, gravel, & wood
gray gravel & water
gray clay, wood, sand, &
gravel
gray clay
gray gravel & lots of water

43-57

3 (10/78)

0-1
1-15
15-24
24-42
42-50

22*

40/4-9Q

0-10
10-25
27-57

sandy topsoil, clay
gray clay
gravel, sand, & water

23*

40/4-20D

0-4
4-15
15-18

brown sand & clay
42.5-57 10 (1/88)
brown clay & sand
gray fine sand, little wood,
& water
gray gravel, fine sand, &
water

18-57

24*

40/3-25F

0-2
2-8
8-30
30-35

topsoil
dry gravel & sand
gravel, sand, & water
gray clay

24-29

8 (7/86)

25*

40/3-3R

0-2
2-10
10-39
39-48

topsoil
dry gravel
gravel, sand, & water
brown sand & water, rusty
at 46-48 feet.
gray sand & water
gray sand, trace of clay,
and water
gray clay

52-73

9 (3/86)

topsoil
dry gravel
gravel, sand, & water
sand, little small gravel,
and water
sand, gravel, and water

42-57

5 (4/86)

brown fine sandy topsoil
brown fine to med. sand &
gravel

38-57

14 (7/87)

48-70
70-75
75-77
26*

40/3-3R

0-2
2-4
4-30
30-37
37-57

27*

40/3-3A

0-3
3-14

64

Well #

uses #

27 (cent.)

Depth (ft)

14-27

Material

Screen
W.L.
Depth (ft) [ft(mo/yr)]

36-57

cleaner brown gravel & med.
to fine sand
brown fine to med. sand,
gravel, & water
brown fine to med. sand,
little to no gravel, water
cleaner brown fine to med.,
little to no gravel, water
clean gray fine sand & gravel

27-30
30-34
34-36

28

41/3-35N
(36" concrete)

0-2
2-8
8-14
14-28

red clay loam
sand
clay
gravel

3 (2/59)
20-28
(wood
screen)

29

41/3-35G
(36" concrete)

0-2
2-36

sandy loam
sand & gravel

none

14 (11/77)

0-15
15-20
20-60

peat soil
gray sandy clay
gray clay
(pulled pipe)

none

none

0-2
2-14
14-19
19-28

clay loam
clay sand
gravel (coarse)
sand coarse

none

14 (4/77)

0-3
3-139
139-143

topsoil
sand and gravel
silty fine sand

not
specified

73 (3/79)

gravel
tight gravel
loose gravel

not
specified

113 (2/74)

30*

40/3-1C

31

40/4-5R
(36" concrete)

32

lot 65
sec. 5
t.p. 16

33

34

lot 30
0-89
sec. 4 (SW 1/4) 89-119
t.p. 16
119-147
lot 23
sec. 4
t.p. 16

0-4
4-22
22-55
55-75
75-85
85-97
97-115
115-119

topsoil
not
specified
sandy clay, sane gravel
hard packed clay
sandy clay-some gravel
gravel sand- W.B.
gravelly till
gravel sand- W.B.
fine sand- some clay layers
- W.B.

65

45 (9/86)

i^pendix 3. Well site data. Surface elevations at well site are listed
under LSD for Land Surface Datum. Elevations with an accuracy of two decimal
places were surveyed. All other elevations were estimated from a U.S.G.S.
topographic map with a ten foot contour interval (accuracy to within a half
contour interval). Refer to Figiare 3 for well locations.
WELL SITE DATA I (WELLS 1-19)

WELL #

LOCATION
(1/4,1/4,Sec,T,R,)

OWNER/TENANT

1

SW,SW,36,41N,3E

Darryl Ehlers

2366 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

2

SW,SW,36,41N,3E

Fred Ondeck

2096 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

3

SW,SE,36,40N,3E

Darryl Ehlers

2366 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

4

SW,SE,3b,4lN,3E

Darryl Ehlers

2366 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

5

SE,SE,36,41N,3E

Darryl Ehlers

2366 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

6

SE,SE,36,41N,3E

Darryl Ehlers

2366 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

7

SE,SW,31,41N,4E

Cap Galloway

2654 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

8

SW,SE,31,41N,4E

Dciryl McConnel

2327 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

9

SW,SE,31,41N,4E

John Anker

P.O. Box 321

10

SW,SE,31,41N,4E

Roger Bathe

2804 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

11

SE,SE,31,41N,4E

Steve Jahns

9803 Van Buren Rd.

Lynden

12

NE,SE,31,41N,4E

Glenda Muniz

9907 Van Buren Rd.

Lynden

13

NW,SW,32,41N,4E

Clara Anderson

9816 Van Buren Rd.

Lynden

14

SW,SE,32,41N,4E

Nellie Terpstra

3120 Halverstick Rd. Sumas

15

SE,SE,32,40N,3E

T. Morris/J. Smits

3320 Halverstick Rd. Sumas

16

SW,SW,33,41N,4E

Tom Morris

423 Clark Court

Lynden

17

SW,SW,33,41N,4E

Tom Morris

423 Clark Court

Lynden

18

SW,SW,33,41N,4E

Tom Morris

423 Clark Court

Lynden

19

SW,SW,33,41N,4E

Tom Morris

423 Clark Court

Lynden

66

ADDRESS

Sumas

WELL SITE DATA II (WELLS 1-19)

WELL #

USE

LSD
(ft/m)

1

irrig.

162.48/49.52

43 inch/o»ncn:ete

no

2

irrig.

159.17/48.51

36 inoii/conoxete

yes

3

dcanest.

159.12/48.50

42 inch/concrete

no

4

domest.

164.92/50.27

24 inch/concrete

no

5

irrig.

162.91/49.65

36 inch/concrete

no

6

domest.

165.82/50.54

24 inch/concrete

yes

7

domest.

170.04/51.83

8 inch/metal

no

8

domes t.

156.39/47.67

ap. 24 incti/concrete

yes

9

domest.

168/51.2

unknown

no

10

irrig.

168/51.2

36 inch/concrete

yes

11

domest.

185.12/56.42

8 inch/metal

yes

12

domest.

204.56/62.35

2X2 ft./concrete

no

13

danest.

189.29/57.69

9 inch/metal

yes

14

domest.

132.15/40.28

6 inch/metal

yes

15

domest.

135.52/41.31

7 inch/metal

no

16

test well 119.39/36.39

7 inch/metal

yes

17

test well

86.95/26.50

7 inch/metal

yes

18

test well

87.53/26.68

9 inch/metal

yes

19

test well 109.87/33.49

7 inch/metal

yes

CASING
(size/type)
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WELL LOG
(yes/no)

WEU, SITE DATA III (WELLS 1-19)

WELL #

FALL WL ELEV
(date; ft/m)

SPRING WL ELEV
(date; ft/m)

SPR - FALL
(ft/m)

1

10/8/88;

138.20/42.12

3/18/89;

148.89/45.38

10.69/3.26

2

10/9/88;

143.38/43.70

3/18/89;

148.64/45.30

5.26/1.60

3

10/8/88;

138.16/42.11

3/18/89;

143.17/43.64

5.01/1.53

4

10/8/88;

136.31/41.55

3/18/89;

142.34/43.38

6.03/1.84

5

10/9/88;

136.18/41.51

3/18/89;

141.81/43.22

5.63/1.72

6

10/8/88;

134.89/41.11

3/18/89;

140.24/42.74

5.35/1.63

7

NONE (SEALED WELL)

3/18/89;

138.81/42.31

8

10/9/88;

3/18/89;

140.59/42.85

9

NONE (DRY WELL)

NONE (DRY WELL)

10

NONE (SEALED WELL)

NONE (SEALED WELL)

11

NONE (SEALED WELL)

3/18/89;

139.22/42.43

12

NONE (SEALED WELL)

3/18/89;

147.18/44.86

13

10/10/88;

3/18/89;

138.24/42.13

14

NONE (SEALED WELL)

3/18/89;

125.25/38.18

15

10/11/88;

96.12/29.30

3/18/89;

99.72/30.39

3.6/1.1

16

10/11/88;

95.89/29.23

3/18/89;

100.09/30.51

4.2/1.28

17 FLOW

10/11/88;

88.52/26.98

3/18/89;

91.30/27.83

18 FLOW

10/11/88;

88.12/26.86

3/18/89;

90.28/27.52

2.16/0.66

19

10/11/88;

84.12/25.64

3/18/89;

86.97/26.51

2.85/0.87

133.72/40.76

131.38/40.04

68

6.87/2.09

6.86/2.09

2.78/0.85

WELL SITE DATA IV (WELLS 1-19)

FALL LSD TO WL
(ft/m)

SPR LSD TO WL
(ft/m)

1

24.28/7.40

13.59/4.14

2

15.79/4.81

10.53/3.21

3

20.96/6.39

15.95/4.86

4

28.61/8.72

22.58/6.88

5

26.73/8.15

21.10/6.43

6

30.93/9.43

25.58/7.80

7

8

31.23/9.52
22.67/6.91

15.80/4.82

9

10
11

45.90/13.99

12

57.38/17.49

13

57.91/17.65

51.05/15.56

14

6.90/2.10

15

39.40/12.01

35.8/10.91

16

23.50/7.16

19.3/5.88

17

+1.57/+0.48

+4.35/+1.33

18

+0.59/+0.18

+2.75/+0.84

19

25.75/7.85

22.90/6.98
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WELL SITE DATA I (WELLS 20-41)

LOCATION
(1/4,1/4,Sec,T,R,)

OWNEP/TENANT

20

NW,NW,4,40N,4E

Mike Ordos

3371 Halverstick Rd. Sumas

21

NW,NW,4,40N,4E

Chris Ordos

3385 Halverstick Rd. Sumas

22

NW,NE,5,40N,4E

John Rcxnberg

3111 Halverstick Rd. Sumas

23

NE,NW,5,40N,4E

Myhre

3011 Halverstick Rd. Sumas

24

NW,NW,5,40N,4E

Chris Boyon

9646 Van Buren Rd.

Sumas

25

NW,NW,5,40N,4E

Chris Boyon

9686 Van Buren Rd.

Sumas

26

SW,NW,5,40N,4E

Bill Visser

9451 Swanson Rd.

Sumas

27

SE,NW,5,40N,4E

Loren Crabtree

9551 Swanson Rd.

Sumas

28

SW,NW,5,40N,4E

Bill Visser

9451 Swanson Rd.

Sumas

29

SE,SW,5,40N,4E

Tim Scott

9345 Swanson Rd.

Sumas

30

SE,SW,5,40N,4E

Tim Scott

9345 Swanson Rd.

Sumas

31

SE,SW,5,40N,4E

Dale Steele

9315 Swanson Rd.

Sumas

32

SW,SW,5,40N,4E

Frank Steiner

3011 Clearbrook Rd.

Sumas

33

SW,SW,5,40N,4E

Bestwick

9383 Van Buren Rd.

Sumas

34

NE,SE,6,40N,4E

Curt Hawley

9489 Van Buren Rd.

Lynden

35

SW,NE,6,40N,4E

Gus Loreen

9529 Van Buren Rd.

Lynden

36

SE,NE,6,40N,4E

Vem Loreen

9563 Van Buren Rd.

Lynden

37

SW,NE,6.40N,4E

Vanderveen

9501 Van Buren Rd.

Lynden

38

NE,SW,6,40N,4E

unknown

2660 Pangbom Rd.

Lynden

39

SW,SW,6,40N,4E

Virgil Stranler

2629 Pangborn Rd.

Lynden

40

SW,SW,6,40N,4E

(Lawrence Silvas)

41

SW,SW,6,40N,4E

Bert McMurry
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ADDRESS

Sumas
9294 Trapline Rd.

Lynden

WELL SITE DATA II (WELLS 20-41)

USE

LSD
(ft/m)

CASING
{size/type)

WELL LOG
(yes/no)

domest.

154.84/47.19

6 inch/metal

yes

21

domest.

135/41.1

6 inch/metal

no

22

domest.

145.98/44.49

no

23

donest.

132.36/40.34

2 X 3/concrete to 30 ft.
metal casing beyond 30 ft.
36 inch/concrete

24

none

183.98/56.08

3 X 3/concrete

no

25

donest.

181.08/55.19

9 inch/metal

no

26

domest.

162.28/49.46

8 inch/metal

yes

27

donest.

127.80/38.95

36 inch/concrete

yes

28

none

99.53/30.34

36 inch/concrete

no

29

donest.

73.78/22.49

36 inch/concrete

yes

30

donest.

72.91/22.22

36 inch/concrete

no

31

domest.

74.32/22.65

36 inch/concrete

yes

32

donest.

70.38/21.45

24 inch/concrete

no

33

donest.

139.82/42.62

6 inch/metal

yes

34

donest.

116.81/35.60

12 inch/metal

no

35

donest.

159.83/48.71

42 inch/concrete

no

36

domest.

162.61/49.56

36 inch/concrete

no

37

donest.

135.93/41.43

36 inch/concrete

yes

38

donest.

138.85/42.32

24 inch/concrete

no

39

none

144.45/44.03

6 inch/concrete

no

40

irrig.

119.34/36.37

36 inch/concrete

no

41

domest.

133.42/40.67

6 inch/metal

no
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no

WELL SITE DATA III (WELLS 20-41)

FALL WL ELEV
(date: ft/m)

SPRING WL ELEV
(date: ft/m)

20

10/9/88:

88.14/26.86

3/16/89:

91.9/28.01

21

10/9/88:

81.5/24.8

3/18/89:

84.2/25.6

22

NONE (DRY WELL)

3/18/89:

118.65/36.16

23

10/9/88:

3/18/89:

129.27/39.40

24

NONE (DRY WELL)

3/20/89:

131.63/40.12

25

10/8/88:

UNABLE TO MEASURE

26

10/10/88:

27

10/8/88:

28

123.36/37.60

135.23/41.22
128.72/39.23

SPR - FALL
(ft/m)

3.76/1/15
2.7/0.8

5.91/1.8

3/18/89:

132.86/40.49

4.14/1.26

117.80/35.90

3/18/89:

121.63/37.07

3.83/1.17

10/8/88:

94.28/28.74

3/18/89:

94.81/27.30

0.53/0.16

29

10/9/88:

56.98/17.37

3/18/89:

61.17/18.65

4.19/1.28

30

10/9/88:

56.81/17.31

3/18/89:

61.01/18.59

4.20/1.28

31

10/9/88:

56.67/17.27

3/18/89:

59.30/18.07

2.63/0.80

32

10/8/88:

60.96/18.58

3/18/89:

64.13/19.55

3.17/0.97

33

10/8/88:

72.72/22.17

3/18/89:

76.86/23.43

4.14/1.26

34

10/9/88:

111.46/33.97

3/18/89:

113.01/34.44

1.55/0.47

35

10/8/88:

127.90/38.98

3/18/89:

131.93/40.21

4.03/1.23

36

10/8/88:

128.96/39.31

3/18/89:

133.04/40.55

4.08/1.24

37

10/8/88:

125.63/38.29

3/18/89:

128.33/39.11

2.70/0.82

38

10/8/88:

112.90/34.41

3/19/89:

116.47/35.50

3.57/1.09

39

10/8/88:

111.00/33.83

3/18/88:

114.67/34.95

3.67/1.12

40

10/9/88:

106.08/32.33

3/18/89:

110.41/33.65

4.33/1.32

41

10/8/88:

104.92/31.98

3/18/89:

109.52/33.38

4.60/1.41
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WELL SITE DATA IV (WELLS 20-41)

FALL LSD TO WL
(ft/m)

SPR LSD TO WL
(ft/m)

20

66.70/20.33

62.94/19.18

21

53.5/16.3

50.8/15.5
27.33/8.33

22
23

9.00/2.74

3.09/0.94
52.35/15.96

24
25

45.85/13.97

26

33.56/10.23

29.42/8.97

27

10.00/3.05

6.17/1.88

28

5.25/1.60

4.72/1.44

29

16.80/5.12

12.61/3.84

30

16.10/4.91

11.90/3.63

31

17.65/5.38

15.02/4.58

32

9.42/2.87

6.25/1.90

33

67.10/20.45

62.96/19.19

34

5.35/1.63

3.80/1.16

35

31.93/9.73

27.90/8.50

36

33.65/10.25

29.57/9.01

37

10.30/3.14

7.60/2.32

38

25.95/7.91

22.38/6.82

39

33.45/10.20

29.78/9.08

40

13.26/4.04

8.93/2.72

41

28.50/8.69

23.90/7.28
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WELL SITE DATA I (WRT.Tfl 42-63)

LOCATION
(1/4,1/4,Sec,T,R,)

OWNER/TENANT

NW,SW,6,40N,4E

unknown

2554 Pangborn Rd.

NW,NW,6,40N,4E

Greg Bode

2565 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

44

NE,NE,1,40N,3E

Martin Vandehoef

2457 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

45

NE,NE,1,40N,3E

Martin Vandehoef

2457 Halverstick Rd. Lynden

46

NW,NW,1,40N,3E

Richland Farms

Richmond, B.C.

47

SW,SW,1,40N,3E

Curt Lenssen

2172 Pangborn Rd.

Lynden

48

NE,SW,1,40N,3E

Tom Brown

2210 Pangborn Rd.

Lynden

49

SE,SE,1,40N,3E

(Lawrence Silvas)

50

NE,NW,12,40N,3E

Ralph/Rod Visser

9304 Kraght Rd.

Lynden

51

SW,SE,12,40N,3E

unknown

East Badger Rd.

Lynden

52

SE,NE,7,40N,4E

Rogers

Box 188

Everson

53

NE,SE,7,40N,4E

Don Bruinsam

9097 Van Buren

Everson

54

NW,NW,8,40N,4E

Vic Thotpson

9200 Van Buren

Everson

55

NW,NW,8,40N,4E

Vic Thorpson

9200 Van Buren

Everson

56

SE,SW,8,40N,4E

August Berendsen

3125 East Badger

Everson

57

NW,NW,9,40N,4E

Blanken

3409 Clearbrook

Sumas

58

NW,NE,17,40N,4E

Berendsen

3125 East Badger

Sumas

59

SW,NE,17,40N,4E

Basscholten

3105 East Badger

Sumas

60

NE,NW,17,40N,4E

Berendsen Dairy

3125 East Badger

61

SW,NW,17,40N,4E

B. Stadt

8796 Van Buren

Everson

62

NE-W,SW,17,40N,4E

Vanderhage

8618 Van Buren

Everson

63

SW,SW,17,40N,4E

Scholtsen

8508 Van Buren

Everson
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ADDRESS

Lynden

Sumas

Sumas

WEUi SITE DATA II (WELIfi 42-63)

WELL #

USE

LSD
(ft/m)

CASING
(size/type)

WELL LOG
(yes/no)

42

dcxnest.

147.94/45.09

18 incdi/concrete

no

43

domest.

167.72/51.12

6 inc±i/metal

no

44

domest.

165.23/50.36

6 incdi/metal

yes

45

none

140.67/42.87

36 inc±i/concrete

yes

46

none

154.65/47.14

9 inc±i/metal

yes

47

irrig.

134.01/40.84

36 inch/concrete

no

48

irrig.

142.92/43.56

36 incti/concrete

no

49

irrig.

119.57/36.44

36 inch/concrete

yes

50

irrig.

119.97/36.56

36 incdi/concrete

no

51

domest.

80/24.4

48 inch/concrete

no

52

danest.

70.92/21.61

22 incdi/concrete

no

53

domest.

70.99/21.64

17 inch/cx>ncrete

no

54

none

86.18/26.27

19 inch/concrete

no

55

none

74.52/22.71

36 inch/concrete

no

56

irrig.

62.74/19.12

36 inch/concrete

no

57

irrig.

55.01/16.77

36 inch/cx)ncrete

no

58

dcxnest.

62.02/18.90

8 inch/metal

yes

59

irrig.

65/19.8

36 inch/concrete

no

60

irrig.

60.16/18.34

36 inch/concrete

no

61

none

66.73/20.34

16 inch/clay

no

62

irrig.

64.5/19.7

36 inch/concrete

no

63

irrig.

66.01/20.12

36 inch/concrete

yes
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WELL SITE DATA III (WELLS 42-63)

FALL WL ELEV
(date: ft/m)

SPRING WL ELEV
(date: ft/m)

SPR - FALL
(ft/m)

42

10/8/88:

111.94/34.12

3/18/89;

116.24/35.43

4.30/1.31

43

10/8/88:

133.22/40.61

3/18/89;

138.87/42.33

5.65/1.72

44

10/8/88:

134.19/40.90

3/18/89;

140.39/42.39

6.20/1.89

45

10/8/88:

134.72/41.06

3/18/89;

137.96/42.05

3.24/0.99

46

10/8/88:

141.05/42.99

3/18/89;

146.40/44.62

5.35/1.63

47

10/9/88:

129.96/39.61

3/18/89:

132.16/40.28

2.20/0.67

48

10/9/88;

125.22/38.17

3/18/89;

128.49/39.16

3.27/0.99

49

10/9/88:

105.00/32.00

3/18/89;

110.27/33.61

5.27/1.61

50

10/9/88;

107.23/32.68

3/20/89;

110.94/33.81

3.71/1.13

51

10/9/88;

77.4/23.6

3/18/89;

77.7/23.7

0.26/0.08

52

10/8/88;

66.09/20.14

3/18/89:

69.59/21.21

3.50/1.07

53

10/8/88;

60.24/18.36

3/18/89;

62.41/19.02

2.17/0.66

54

10/8/88:

68.73/20.95

3/18/89;

71.52/21.80

2.79/0.85

55

10/8/88:

69.05/21.04

3/18/89:

71.73/21.86

2.68/0.82

56

10/10/89;

3/18/89;

58.97/17.97

3.94/1.20

57

10/8/88:

47.88/14.60

3/18/89;

50.81/15.49

2.93/0.89

58

10/8/88;

53.98/16.45

3/18/89;

57.69/17.58

3.71/1.13

59

10/8/88:

56.0/17.1

3/18/89;

60.8/18.5

4.73/1.44

60

10/8/88;

55.33/16.86

3/18/89:

59.21/18.05

3.88/1.19

61

10/8/88:

55.85/17.02

3/18/89;

60.14/18.33

4.29/1.31

62

10/8/88:

60.6/18.5

3/17/89;

64.5/19.7

3.86/1.18

63

10/8/88;

61.51/18.75

3/17/89:

66.00/20.12

4.49/1.37

55.03/16.77
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WELL SITE DATA IV (WELLS 42-63)

FALL LSD TO WL
(ft/m)

SPR LSD TO WL
(ft/m)

42

36.00/10.97

31.70/9.66

43

34.50/10.51

28.85/8.79

44

31.04/9.46

24.84/7.57

45

5.95/1.81

2.71/0.82

46

13.60/4.15

8.25/2.52

47

4.05/1.23

1.85/0.56

48

17.70/5.39

14.43/4.40

49

14.57/4.44

9.30/2.83

50

12.74/3.88

9.03/2.75

51

2.61/0.80

2.35/0.72

52

4.83/1.47

1.33/0.40

53

10.75/3.28

8.58/2.62

54

17.45/5.32

14.66/4.47

55

5.47/1.67

2.79/0.85

56

7.71/2.35

3.77/1.15

57

7.13/2.17

4.20/1.28

58

8.04/2.45

4.33/1.32

59

8.96/2.73

4.23/1.29

60

4.83/1.48

0.95/0.29

61

10.88/3.32

6.59/2.01

62

3.86/1.18

0.0/0.0

63

4.50/1.37

0.01/0.003
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WELL SITE DATA I (WELLS 64-74)

LOCATION
(1/4,1/4,Sec,T,R,)

CWNER/TENANT

64

NE,NE,18,40N,4E

Nilsen

2889 East Badger

Everson

65

NE,NE,18,40N,4E

unkncfwn (refused)

2813 East Badger

Everson

66

SE,SE,18,40N,4E

Vanderveen

2816 Lindsay Rd.

Everson

67

SW,SE,13,40N,3E

Scholl

2272 Lindsay Rd.

68

SW,SW,13,40N,3E

Scholl

2272 Lindsay Rd.

69

NE,NE,23,40N,3E

Doris Heusinkveld

2096 Hairpton Rd.

70

SE,NE,24,40N,4E

Van Weerdhuizen

8369 Trapline Rd. Everson

71

NE,SE,24,40N,3E

(Larry Woracek)

2444 Timon Rd.

72

SE,SW,19,40N,4E

John Peel

8118 Trapline Rd. Everson

73

NE,SW,19,40N,4E

Jim Neyens

8267 Van Buren

Everson

74

NW,NE,19,40N,4E

Bert Wight

8418 Van Buren

Everson
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ADDRESS

Everson

WEIli SITE DATA II (WELLS 64-74)

WELL #

USE

LSD
(ft/m)

CASING
(size/type)

WELL LOG
(yes/no)

64

stock

63.31/19.29

3.5' X 4'/wood

no

65

dcxnest.

77/23.5

36 inch/concrete

no

66

irrig.

69.04/21.04

8 inch/metal

no

67

none

90/27.4

36 inch/concrete

no

68

none

85/25.9

36 inch/concrete

no

69

domest.

70/21.3

23 inch/concrete

no

70

none

85/25.9

4 inch/metal

no

71

none

85/25.9

4' octagon/concrete

no

72

irrig.

75/22.9

12 inch/metal

no

73

none

73.11/22.28

6 inch/metal

no

74

none

70.18/21.39

6.5 inch/metal

no
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WELL SITE DATA III (WELIfi 64-74)

FALL WL ELEV
(date: ft/m)

SPRING WL ELEV
(date; ft/m)

SPR - FALL
(ft/m)

64

10/8/88:

60.31/18.38

3/18/89;

62.31/18.99

2.0/0.61

65

10/8/88:

60.5/18.4

3/18/89;

66.1/20.2

5.64/1.72

66

10/9/88:

63.13/19.24

3/17/89:

67.31/20.51

4.18/1.27

67

10/8/88:

85.5/26.1

3/17/89:

88.3/26.9

2.76/0.84

68

10/8/88:

82.5/25.2

3/17/89;

84.7/25.8

2.13/0.65

69

10/8/88:

69.2/21.1

3/17/89:

69.4/21.2

0.10/0.03

70

10/8/88:

64.7/19.7

3/16/89:

65.4/19.9

0.72/0.22

71

10/8/88:

82.9/25.3

3/17/89:

85.1/25.9

2.16/0.66

72

10/7/88:

70.0/21.3

3/17/89;

73.5/22.4

3.55/1.07

73

10/8/88;

64.92/19.78

3/16/89;

68.72/20.94

3.80/1.16

74

10/8/88;

63.45/19.34

3/16/89:

67.64/20.62

4.19/1.28
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WELL SITE DATA IV (WRT.Tfi 64-74)

FALL LSD TO WL
(ft/m)

SPR LSD TO WL
(ft/m)

64

3.00/0.91

1.00/0.30

65

16.50/5.03

10.86/3.31

66

5.91/1.80

1.73/0.53

67

4.46/1.36

1.70/0.52

68

2.46/0.75

0.33/0.10

69

0.75/0.23

0.65/0.20

70

20.31/6.19

19.59/5.97

71

2.04/0.62

+0.12/+0.04

72

5.01/1.52

1.46/0.45

73

8.19/2.50

4.39/1.34

74

6.73/2.05

2.54/0.77
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i^pendix 4. Stream point data. Note; water level elevations (WL) with an
accuracy of two decimal places were surveyed. All other elevations were
estimated frcxn a U.S.G.S. topographic map with a ten foot contour interval
(accuracy to within a half contour interval). Refer to Figure 3 for
locations.
STREAM POINT DATA
S.P.#

LOCATION (1/4,1/4,Sec,T,R)

FALL WL ELEV (ft/m)

SPRG WL ELEV (ft/m)

1

SE,NW,19,40N,4E

63.43/19.33

65.56/19.98

2

SW,SW,19,40N,4E

67/20.5

68/20.9

3

SW,SE,24,40N,3E

74/22.5

75/23

4

NE,SW,24,40N,3E

72/22

73/22.3

5

SE,SE,23,40N,3E

65/19.8

66/20.1

6

SW,SW,24,40N,3E

63/19.3

64/19.4

7

SE,NW,24,40N,3E

74/22.6

75/23

8

SW,NW,19,40N,4E

73/22.2

75/22.9

9

SE,SE,18,40N,4E

62.45/19.03

62.69/19.11

10

SE,SE,18,40N,4E

61.36/18.70

62.61/19.08

11

SW,NW,17,40N,4E

UNUSABLE DATA

12

SW,SE,12,40N,3E

77/23.4

13

NW,SW,7,40N,4E

NOT USED, STREAM WAS DAMMED

14

SW,SW,7,40N,4E

64/19.6

65/19.8

15

NW,NW,18,40N,4E

62/18.9

63/19.1

16

SE,SW,7,40N,4E

59/18.0

61/18.7

17

NE,SE,18,40N,4E

NOT USED, POND DAMMED AT N.E. END

18

SW,SW,8,40N,4E

54.41/16.58

19

NE,SE,6,40N,4E

109/33.2

20

SE,NW,4,40N,3E

41.9/12.8

42.6/13.0

21

SE,NW,12,40N,3E

96.2/29.3

95.4/29.1
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77.3/23.5

56.58/17.24
(STAFF GUftGE MISSING)

STREAM POINT DATA (CONTINUED)

S.P.#

LOCATION (1/4,1/4,Sec,T,R)

FALL WL ELEV (ft/m)

SPRG WL ELEV (f

22

SW,NW,7,40N,4E

NOT USED, MAN-MADE POND

23

SE,NE,7,40N,4E

61.35/18.70

61.75/18.82

24

NE,NW,8,40N,3E

53.05/16.17

53.95/16.44

25

SW,SE,5,40N,4E

49.18/14.99

51.67/15.75
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Appendix 5.

Field sheets used during water level sampling.
WELL INVUnCRY FIELD SHEET

Recorded by&________________________________

Date

Well # (preceed w/section #)
Location:

_________ ________________ 1/k, Sec. , T. , R.

Well log available?

YES

NO (Attach well log to field sheet)

Estimate land surface elevation at well site using topo. map
Name of well owner/tenant_
Address______________________________________________________________
Casing size (inches) , Water use
Describe marking point
w/sketch and indicate
distance which the
marking point is above/
below the ground surface.

(Use back of sheet to sketch location of well)
Water level measurement tape used
#
Make 2 measurements 5 minutes apart

Time

MeasureA
____________

Distance to WL

____________

MP correction

____________

LSD to WL

____________

LSD (from topo.)

____________

LSD (surveyed)

____________

WL elevation

(metric)

MeasureB

_____________

Questions:
May we measure again in March?

Year of well construction?

Name of owner at that time?

Well-driller name?

Wfell depth?

Recent well use?
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(metric)

STREAM POIWr FIELD SHEET

Recorded by&______________________________
Stream point # (proceed w/section #) __________
Location;

Date_
Staff guage #___

_______ ^1/4, ^1/4, Sec. , T. , R.

Estimate land surface elevation at

site using topo. map ________

Sketch location and setting of staff guage.

Indicate marking point.

measurements
Time

Measure
____________

Distance to WL

____________

MP correction

____________

LSD to WL

____________

LSD (from topo.)

____________

LSD (surveyed)

________

(metric)

WL elevation
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i^pendix 6.

Benchmark descriptions and locations.

The locations and elevations of the three U. S. Geological Survey bench
marks which were used during this study are as follows;

1) B.M. 167, located

at the northwest comer of Halverstick and Holmquist Roads, elevation of
167.160 feet; 2) B.M. 67, located just east of the intersection of Clearbrook
Road and the St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, elevation of 67.767 feet; and 3)
B.M. 70, located on a small bridge over Johnson Creek, just east of Van Buren
Road near well # 74, elevation of 70.467 feet.

The elevations of these

permanent bench marks were obtained from Whatcom County Engineering and are
based on a third-order leveling procedure performed by the United States
Geological Survey in 1969.
The location of the Whatcom County Department of Public Works torporary
bench mark is in the intersection of Van Buren and East Badger Roads.
an elevation of 65.064 feet.

It has

The elevation of this bench mark was

established by surveying from a U.S.G.S. bench mark which was included in the
previously mentioned 1969 leveling procedure.
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i^pendix 7.

Bore hole data.

Bore hole data was provided by Anvil Corporation, 1675 West Bakerview
Road, Bellingham, Washington

98225.

Refer to location map for approximate

location of sites 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Everson and Nooksack.
included in this study are numbered 1-4.

Test pit sites

Corresponding Anvil Corporation

test pits are numbered 1, 6, 2, and 7 on the xeroxed soil logs.
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Appendix 7 location map

I

1

i

EVERSON-NOOKSACK
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Test pit location #1

ANVIL CORPORATION
EVERSON HOUSING PROJECT

1 nriTinu

WHATCOM COUt <TY HOUSING AUTHORITY
*f1l York S.lj•eet: Bellinnbam

Everson-Goshen Road
Everson, WA S82k7

joff

^.r^

SOILS LOG
ENQINEEN

LOCATION

HOCI Ma
1

M. Kracht

See Plan
OAILLEA

•IT TYPE

WWLU TYFI

__

Backhoe
tURFACI

PTATEA

TOTAL DEPTH

lUIV.

date

DAT! STAATiO

OCPTM
FT.

82.5

1.0

U.MPLI
NO.

1/29/88
Moirr

2

6

-

DCtCAIPTlOM

C1ear/Co1d
1
"m
•

%

20.76 Light brown fine SAND w/
silt
medium dense - moist

SM

Ik.35 Brown 6 gray sandy SILT
grades to fine SAND

6.0

Fe staining
5.01

3

Gray fine SAND

SP

_
med. dense
7k.5

-

damp
\7

9.0

A

71.5

12.0

^ .

Brown Silty SAND - Topsoil,Mois OL

1

77.5

M
•/FT.

^

9.0‘

WEATHEA

completed

1/29/88
KLCV.

LEVEL

12.0'

83.5'

—

16.09

Gray Gravelly SAND
medium dense - wet
i"-li" pebble for
12".
wood debri - some clay
Bottom of Pit
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SP

HpO

VA

Test pit location #2

ANVIL CORPORATION
mn.irrr

EVERSON HOUSING PROJECT

clicnt

LOCATION Everson-Goshen Road
Everson, WA

WHATCOM COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY
fc n York Sirperr R-ninnh^r-

982I47

job

no

.

S-ftiRii

SOILS LOO
HOCI NO.

LOCATION

0

tNaiNSEA

See Plan

OWLL. TTPf

M. Kracht

SIT TTFt

oniLLtn

B ackhoe
• URPACK CLIV.

TOTAL OiFTH

WATER LEVEL

83.0*
OATS STAATCO
ILtV.

OCPTH
FT.

82.0

1.0

1S.0*
OATS COUPLSTEO

1/23/88
SAMFLl
NO.

N
•/FT.

8.0'

WEATHER

1/29/88

C 1 ear/CoId
E

MOIST
%

OCtCAIFTION
Brown silty SAND - Topsoil

T
M
•
OL

Brown silty SAND
1|.0
78.0

I

-

32.18

2

—

31 .33

medium dense - moist

SH

5-0_
Gray silty SAND

6.5

■

76 .0

3

9.0

—

ii5.83

SM
medium dense - moist to wet
Peat 6 clay about 2' thick
- grades back to gray clayey
sandy SILT to silty SAND

V

SM

medium dense - wet
sloughing at side walls

68.0

15.0

'

Bottom of Pit

-

90

ML

H20

us

Test pit location #3

ANVIL CORPORATION
NOOKSACK VALLEY SCHOOLSNOOKSACK
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, EVERSON, WA

CLIENT __ NnOYSACK VAI t

FY

SCHOOL DISTRICT
jQ.

SOILS LOG
LOCATION

HOCI NO.

Richardson
M. Kracht

See Attached Plan

TP 2
■IT TYPE

OAIU.EA

tUAPACE ILtV.

TOTAL

watea

OATl tTAATIO

OATS

DMLL TTPI

Backhoe

Van Boven
DEPTH

11.0’

7.0'

KAMPLt
HO.

DEPTH
FT.

M
•/FT.

2/13/88
Motrr
%

1.0
1.5
1

3.0

2

5.0

WEATHEA

COUPLCTEO

2/19/88
■ LEV.

level

34.5

27.2

DCtCAIPTION

C1oudy
a
T
M

m
Brown sandy SILT - topsoil
Gravelly SAND - fill

OL

Brown silty SAND

SM

Brown silty SAND
med. dense - moist to wet
interbedded silt - soft

SM
ML

Grass

sw

V

7.0
-

Brown silty SAND
loose - wet
trace organics

-

Bottom

11.0

of

Pit
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SM

H20 Seeoace

Fe staining

Test pit location #4.

ANVIL CORPORATION
•■n.irrT
inriTinu

ri

NOOKSACK VALLEY SCHOOLS

i»mt

NOOKSACK

NOQKSACK VflM pv
SCHOOL DISTRICT

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, EVERSON, WA

S-AA37

SOILS LOG
HOLf NO.

LOCATION

tHomcER

See Attached Plan

TP 7
DNJLL. TTFI

■IT TTPS

DRILLER

TOTAL DEPTH

WATER

Backhoe
SURFACE

Van Boven

ELEV.

WEATHER

2/19/88

2/19/88
DEPTH
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N

ftSOlST

%
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s
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t

M

■

1.0

Brown silty SAND - Topsoil

OL

2.0
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SH

Brown & gray SAND
w/ some silt
med. dense - moist to wet

S?

1

LEVEL

8.5'

9.0*
OATS COMPLETED

DATS STARTED

■ LEV.

G. Richardson
H. K r achr

40.8

5.0

2

37.2

8.5 -

very oxidized
sloughing

V

9.0 .

Bottom of Pit

k
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H20

